HERE Location Services

Transit
Navigate the city with public transportation

Seamless connectivity between travel
and transit modes

Comprehensive coverage of transit
timetables

Complete door-to-door transit
experience

The Transit component, part of HERE Location Services, provides the best public transit route to any destination, while taking
into account schedules and pre-defined routes for various transit modes (e.g. bus, train, subway). Utilizing the HERE road
network, HERE Transit gives users a complete door-to-door experience, with everything from walking directions to stations, to
information on stops and transfer points along their route.
With coverage in more than 900 cities around the world, HERE Transit calculates and delivers multiple transit options based on
arrival or departure times, number of connections, walking distance and travel time.

HERE Transit provides an accurate estimate of travel times for any given trip based
on current transit network configuration, stop density, vehicle type and hours of
operation. It takes into account transit schedules sourced from Transit Authorities to
provide the most accurate journey information to the user. The isoline functionality
of HERE Transit allows users to see the location of transit stations that can be
reached within a desired travel time, during a specific day of the week. And when
walking directions are required to get a user from one transfer stop to another,
HERE Transit takes into account a variety of pedestrian-only access points such as
stairways, sidewalks, crosswalks and more.

Route directions

Transit schedules

• Instructions in over 106 languages

• Using frequency-based schedules

• Distance and walking time to station

• Using timetables available in more than 900 cities

• ETA based on transit schedules
• Estimated ETA based on transit network configuration,
stop density, vehicle type and hours of operation

Route options
• Transit modes (e.g. bus, train, subway, tram)
• Optimized route: walk distance and speed,
number of transfers, first/last mile walk
• Intermediate stops
• Alternative transit segments

Pedestrian routing to transit
stations
• Current user location
• Time of the day
• Nearby station search

• Flexible departure times

• Transit isoline (list of reachable stations
within a particular amount of time)

• Access point entrance and exit

• Next departure information (select, nearby, all)

• Transit platform information

• Optimized route: stairways, sidewalks, crosswalks,
bridges, tunnels, elevators, escalators

• Real-line geometries
• Fare cost per journey leg

• Optimized connectivity between travel modes (pedestrian
pathways in transfer points, entry/exit points)

Only HERE Location Services delivers powerful, flexible and global location cloud services built on enterprise-grade map data.
Discover how HERE can help your business run smarter, faster and more efficiently. Today, leading enterprise organizations
around the world use HERE Location Services in hundreds of customer applications and support core business processes such
as fleet management, telematics, geomarketing, business intelligence, field force optimization and more.
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